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Choose the correct answer of those A, B, C, D to suit the following sentences.

1- Nowadays, Ahmad ______________ his ex-friend.

A. plans to meet B. plans meeting C. is planning to meet D. is planning meeting

2- While the engineer was designing the project, he ________an easier way to do that.

A. has got B. had got C. got D. have got

3- Abdullah often ___________ public transport.

A. use B. uses C. is using D. used

4- The research ________ recently _________ done by the university.

A. have/been B. has/been C. had/been D. is/been

5- The government holds the meeting yearly.

The correct passive form is:

A. The meeting held every year. B. The meeting is held every year.

C. The meeting was held every year. D. The meeting has held every year.

6- Many important things ___________ in the 20th century.

A. built B. are built C. was built D. were built

7- Our teacher _______ already ________ our exams.

A. have/ marked B. has/ marked C. had/ marked D. is/ marked

8-People __________ 200 simple words 2000 years ago.

A. had written B. has written C. have written D. wrote

9- My mother taught me how to read.

The correct passive form is:

A. I am taught how to read. B. I was taught how to read .

C. I have been taught how to read. D. I has been taught how to read.

10- I _____________ of a new idea while I was swimming.

A. think B. thought C. had thought D. was thinking

11- I was born in a small village but I __________ there.

A. didn’t spend my life B. haven’t spent my life

C. wasn’t spent my life D. weren’t spent my life
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12- You don’t have to include more details.

The above sentence means:

A. You mustn’t include more details . B. It’s not allowed for you to include more details .

C. It’s necessary for you to include more details. D. It’s unnecessary for you to include more details.

13- They have just discovered new books.

A. New books were just discovered . B. New books have just been discovered .

C. New books had just been discovered. D. New books are discovered .

14- I am interested in playing chess.

A. Playing chess is interested me. B. Playing chess was being interested me.

C. Playing chess was interested me. D. Playing chess interests me.

15- Fifteen years ago, they __________ smart phones.

A. invent B. invents C. invented D. had invented

16- I am happy. I _______ new English vocabulary.

A. had been learning B. have learnt C. are learning D. were learning

17- The piece of writing where you skim your materiel, and pick out the main points is known as___________:

A. report B. discursive essay C. argumentative essay D. summary

18- Have you had an ________ for the new job?

A. experienced B. experimental C. expert D. experience

19- I think English is the most ___________ language all over the world.

A. dominate B. domination C. dominant D. dominantly

20- Do it ____________ , so you make it perfect.

A. repeat B. repeated C. repetition D. repeatedly

21- You are not allowed to use machines.

The sentence that has a similar meaning is;

A. You might not use machines. B. You don’t have to use machines.

C. You mustn’t use machines. D. You can use machines.

22- It’s not necessary for you to spend more money.

The correct sentences that has a similar meaning to the one above is:

A. You have to spend more money. B. You don’t have to spend more money.

C. You can’t spend more money. D. You mustn’t spend more money.
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23- Using e-mails is helpful to ___________ all over the world.

A. research information B. share ideas C. compare ideas D. giving a talk

24- Salma didn’t write the text herself. She had it _____ . A. written B. write C. wrote D. writes

25. Zaid said that _________.

A. The university where he studies is nice. B. The university which he studies is nice.

C. The university where he had studied was nice.

26- The collocation that means (to use sources to find information) is:

A. present information B. research information C. share ideas D. compare ideas

27- I was shocked when I heard the news. It was __________.

A. white elephant B. out of the blue C. see red D. red handed

28- I got ___________ to write my essay.

A. feel blue B. the green light C. white elephant D. see red

29- People _________ that I am talented.

A. was known B. knows C. know D. have known

30- Sarah was born_________ Monday 15, July.

A. in B. on C. at D. with

31- The university _________ in 2001 CE.

A. opens B. is opened C. are opened D. was opened

32- Rashid _________ last year.

A. stop smoking B. stop to smoke C. stopped smoking D. stopped to smoke

33- Your clothes are wet. I think you _________ in a rainy storm.

A. had been working B. has been working C. have been working D. had worked

34- Ahmad is known to _________ talented.

A. be B. has C. was D. have been

35-_________ , you have to work extremely quickly .

A. due to B. although C. therefore D. because

36-Cars are necessary in our lives. However. Some people can’t own them.

The function of the underlined given word is:

A. extra information B. addition C. advice D. opposition
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37-People speak Spanish in American Countries.

The correct passive form of the above sentence is:

A. Spanish was spoken in American Countries.

B. Spanish has been spoken in American Countries.

C. Spanish is spoken in American Countries.

D. Spanish is not spoken in American Countries.

38- Some books have just been discovered.

The correct active voice of the sentence is:

A. The government just discovered some books. B. The government had just discovered some books.

C. The government has just discovered some books. D. The government is discovering some books.

39- Samir: “I studied languages in Jordan a year ago”.

The correct reported speech is :

A. Samir said that he studied languages in Jordan a year before.

B. Samir said that he has studied languages in Jordan a year ago.

C. Samir said that he had studied languages in Jordan a year ago.

D. Samir said that he had studied languages in Jordan a year before.

40- English ________ all over the world.

A. speak B. spoke C. are spoke D. is spoken

41- Do twins usually ___________ with each other before birth _____

A. communicate/! B. comunicate/? C. communicate/? D. communcate/?

42- Someone had asked me to call him.

The correct causative form is:

A. Someone had him called. B. Someone has him called. C. Someone has had him called

D. Someone had had him called.

43- Both of them __________ all notes during seminar since they arrived.

A. has been writing B. have been writing C. had been writing D. writes

44- During the lifetime of Ibn Rushd , he _____________ as a scientist and a philosopher.

A. is honored B. has been honored C. were honored D. was honored

45- What thing Jordan can do to ___________ the increase in the number of populations?

A. depend on B. decide on C. trust in D. cope with

46- The team won ____________ the high efforts.

A. as a consequence B. so C. because D. due to
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47- When you were a child, what kind of sports did you _________?

A. used to playing B. used to play C. use to playing D. use to play

48- When I was younger, I ___________ swim well.

A. am not used to B. am used to C. was used to D. didn’t use to

49- It’s not familiar for Jordanian people to eat Mansaf at breakfast.

The sentence that has a similar meaning to the one above is :

A. Jordanian people are used to eating Mansaf at breakfast.

B. Jordanian people weren’t used to eating Mansaf at breakfast.

C. Jordanian people aren’t used to eating Mansaf at breakfast.

D. Jordanian people didn’t use to eating Mansaf at breakfast.

50- Sami wrote his assignment at home, and then he went out.

The correct punctuated and grammatical sentence is:

A. before Sami went out. He had written his assignment at home.

B. Before Sami had gone out ! he had written his assignment at home,

C. Before Sami wrote his assignment at home . he had gone out,

D. Before Sami went out, he had written his assignment at home.

51- In __________ , you won.

A. conclude B. conclusion C. conclusive D. conclusively

52- In Africa, people suffer from many ___________ diseases.

A. infect B. infection C. infectious D. infectiously

53- Madaba is known mostly in the__________ of ceramic items.

A. create B. creation C. creative D. creatively

54- Traditional crafts are ______________.

A. attract B attraction C. attractive D. attractively

55- Technology is zooming the depiction of life we are hopeful to live.

The rhetorical device of the above sentence is:

A. metaphor B. simile C. onomatopoeia D. personification

56- The bionic eye interprets signals as a vision.

The rhetorical advice in the above sentence is:

A. simile B. metaphor C. personification D. onomatopoeia
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57- You can wear this watch when you swim as it is waterproof. The underlined suffix means:

A. friendly B. provide protection against C. can’t be used underwater D. hardly used underwater

58- Students should catch time studying on their exams.

The underlined collocation is wrongly- used. The correct one is:

A. spend time B. catch the attention C. take interest D. get the idea

59- The synonym of the word (tool) is: A. artificial B. limb C. sponsor D. equipment

60- This time tomorrow, we will ___________ because we will have finished our exams.

A. be celebrated B. be celebrating C. be celebrate D. have celebrate

61- The books you ordered _______________________ by 3 days.

A. will arrive B. will have arrived C. will be arriving D. are going to arrive

62- By 2025 CE, our public transport systems will _________.

A. change B. have changed C. is changed D. are changed

63- I can’t come tomorrow evening, I will ___________ by the director for a new job.

A. have interviewed B. be interviewed C. has interviewed D. be being interviewed

64- You are doing great these days. In the future, you _____ a very wealthy man.

A. will be B. will have been C. are being D. are going to be

65- How do you think the world will __________ in 10 years time?

A. changes B. has changed C. changing D. have changed

66- Ahmad is going to travel abroad.

The above sentence means:

A. Ahmad is planning to travel abroad. B. Ahmad doesn’t intend to travel abroad.

C. Ahmad expects that he will travel abroad. D. Ahmad is used to travelling abroad.

67- Renewable energy can be generated by solar cells and ____________.

A. water wells B. recycled water C. windmills D. electricity

68- Mega projects are a ___________ zone that are pedestrian friendly.

A. carbon footprint B. car - free C. biological waste D. sanitation system

69- Modern cities are ___________ and cycle - friendly.

A. carbon-footprint B. pedestrian- friendly C. biological waste D. wind farms

70- You can see the king’s __________ in searching for peace all over the world.

A. occupation B. legacy C. friendly D. study
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71- By using new techniques in farming, lands become wonderfully ____________.

A. botany B. fertile C. agricultural D. legacy

72- Ibn Bassal’s great passions were ________ and digging wells.

A. legacy B. fertile C. botany D. hands on

73- Jabir ibn Hayyan did his work in a _____________. in _______.

A. laboratory/ iraq B. Laboratory/ iraq C. laburatoray/ Iraq D. laboratory/ Iraq

74- __________ is the scientific study of numbers and calculations.

A. Algebra B. Geometry C. Philosophy D. Arithmetic

75- The need for more effective _____ is evident when talking about modern -day problems like traffic.

A. carbon neutral B. economic growth C. carbon footprint D. public transport

76- Hospitals need to dispose of a lot of ____________ and it should be carefully managed.

A. economic growth B. biological wastes C. public transport D. urban planning

77- My father often talks about what he did in his ________.

A. young B. youth C. younger D. youthful

78- Mr. Ahmad is a true -_______________. He knows every detail on any subject.

A. philosopher B. geometry C. polymath D. mathematician

79- Aqaba is the place ________ Jordanian people have fun.

A. which B. who C. whose D. where

80- The person , _______ I admire is my mother.

A. who B. which C. that D. which

81- AlKindi is famous for his work in geometry.

The sentence that emphasizes the underlined words is:

A. It is AlKindi that is famous for his work in geometry.

B. It was his work in geometry where AlKindi is famous.

C. The person who is famous for his work in geometry is AlKindi.

D. It is his work in geometry that AlKindi is famous for.

82- The university _________ students are multilingual is great.

A. who B. whose C. which D. where

83. Ali likes geography.

The correct sentence that emphasizes the underlined word is:

A. The subject, that Ali likes is geography. B. The subject which Ali likes was geography .

C. The subject which Ali likes is geography . D. It was geography which Ali likes.
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84- The Roman Castle __________ is located in the Jordanian Desert is known as Qasr Bashir.

A. where B. which C. when D. how

85- When you get a ________ by your previous job , you will be selected.

A. recommends B. recommendation C. recommend D. recommended

86- Sami doesn’t have as ___________ languages use as I do.

A. more B. most C. much D. many

87- Sami is looking for a _________ - paid salary than he has now.

A. bad B. better C. most D. best

88- It was ___________ event I have ever had.

A. more important B. most important C. least important D. the most important

89- Jordan exports metals more than chemicals.

This sentence means:

A. Chemicals are exported more than metals. B. Chemicals are not exported as much as metals.

C. Chemicals are not exported as many as metals. D. Metals are less exported than chemicals.

90- There aren’t as _________ people in his class as in our class.

A. much B. many C. more D. most

91- I don’t eat as much fast food as my brother.

The above sentence has a similar meaning of:

A. My brother eats less fast food than me. B. My brother eats more fast food than me.

C. I eat more fast food than my brother. D. I eat much fast food than my brother.

92- We practice our English as _______ a day as we can.

A. well B. better C. best D. often

93- Producing calculators is not as easy as producing pens.

The sentence that has a similar meaning is:

A. Producing calculators is easier than producing pens.

B. Producing pens is easier than producing calculators.

C. Producing pens is harder than producing calculators.

D. Producing pens is more difficult than producing calculators.

94- If you are polite, you will __________ of your boss.

A. shake hands B. earn the respect C. get it of your chest D. make a mistake

95- Jordan is famous for the _________ of minerals.

A. knitwear B. extraction C. agreement D. dominate
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96- Potash is used in the production of __________.

A. fruits B. vegetables C. fertilizers D. wheat

97- Jordan has to _________ oil from others for its energy needs.

A. export B. import C. dominate D. agreement

98- Congratulations for the ___________ deal.

A. succeed b. success C. successful D. successfully

99- Children shouldn’t _________ to anybody.

A. earn respect B. cause offence C. join the company D. shake hands

100- Before the serious discussion starts, we always _________ about the weather.

A. earn the respect B. make a small talk C. ask detailed questions D. join the company

101- It is polite in business to __________ before you start talking.

A. shake hands B. make mistakes C. do deals D. earn respect

102- He doesn’t think of being an accountant. It is because he doesn’t _________.

A. get it off his chest B. have a head for figures C. play it by ear D. keep his chin up

103- It’s important for you to drink water to avoid _________.

A. nutrition B. diet C. dehydration D. circumlocution

104- _______________; everything is okay.

A. get it off your chest B. keep your chin up C. play it by ear D. make a mistake

105- __________ means that you change something to make it different.

A. do exercise B. keep fit C. make a change D. draw up a time table

106- Adnan never forgets anything when he ___________.

A. take exercise B. do subjects C. makes difference D. make mistakes

107- Bloods ___________ is increased during sports.

A. diet B. nutrition C. circulation D. beneficial

108- It’s beneficial to exercise so you ___________.

A. draw a time table B. keep fit C. take a break D. make small talk

109- Ahmad needs to _____________ about Jordanian culture.

A. make research B. have research C. take research D. do research

110- Students are supposed to _________ in their final exams.

A. shake hands B. draw a time table C. do exercise D. keep fit

111- Everybody has to seek for better job _________ by improving their skills.

A. attributes B. talents C. prospects D. CV
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112- The whole process is _________ done by hand.

A. tradition B. traditional C. traditionally D. traditions

113- The economy of the country is ________ by travel and tourism.

A. dominate B. dominated C. domination D. dominantly

114- When you ___________, this means you study well.

A. do exercise B. make a subject C. do a subject D. make change

115- Don’t sit still for too long. You should move around to increase your ____________.

A. dehydration B. concertation C. circulation D. calculations

116- You should do exercise daily. The underlined collocation means:

A. draw up a time table B. give a talk C. take a break D. keep fit

117- __________ is important during studying,

A. dehydration B. nutrition C. beneficial D. memory

118- The deadline is tomorrow. You must _________ now.

A. make change B. make a start C. make progress D. do exercise

119- You should _____________ . Things are getting better quickly. Just smile!

A. get it off your chest B. keep your chin up C. get cold feet D. play it by ear

120- Listening to music helps your __________.

A. circulation B. dehydration C. concertation D. nutrition

121- Don’t __________ at the last minute. You can do it.

A. keep your chin up B. get cold feet C. make a start D. play it by ear

122- If you are polite, you won’t ___________ to anybody.

A. shake hands B. cause offence C. earn respect D. do deals

123- Nasser has applied to _________ of his uncle’s corporation.

A. shake hands B. cause offence C. join the company D. earn the respect

124- When you stay calm and take your time, then you are __________.

A. conflict B. patient C. compromise D. prepared

125- The teams managed to __________ after a long disagreement and conflict.

A. compromise B. patient C. prepared D. track record

126- When you are well-______________ , we can begin.

A. compromise B. track record C. conflict D. prepared

127- We are happy to ___________ you for any job.

A. recommendation B. recommended C. recommend D. recommends
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128- Do you remember your early childhood?

I wonder __________________ early childhood.

A. whether do you remember your B. whether you remember your

C. whether you remembered your D. if you had remembered your early childhood

129- Do you know _______ there’s a library over here?

A. when B. what C. who D. whether

130- The correct sentence of the followings is:

A. Could you tell me what is time? B. Could you explain where’s the nearest bank?

C. I wonder why the train is late? D. Could you explain how did you solve this problem?

131- Do you know ___________ we will know the results. ? A. how B. where C. when D. why

132- Do you mind explaining ________the sky is sometimes red?

A. who B. how C. why D. where

133- Could you tell me ___________ this book costs?

A. why B. how C. how much D. whether

134- Where have I gone wrong?

The correct indirect question is:

A. I wonder where have I gone wrong. B. I don’t know where I have gone wrong.

C. Could you show me where have I gone wrong? D. Do you mind telling me where have I gone wrong?

135- Could you explain ________ I can solve this Maths problem?

A. where B. how C. what D. why

136- Do you know _______ we can take water into the exam or not?

A. how B. whether C. when D. why

137- What job skills are needed to have been done by the employees?

The correct indirect question is:

A. Could you tell me what job skills are needed to have been done by the employees.

B. Do you mind telling me the job skills which are needed to have been done by the employees?

C. I don’t know whether the job skills are needed to have been done by the employees or not.
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138- Engineers believe that the city is a great blueprint.

The sentence that has a similar meaning to the one above is:

A. The city was believed to have been a great blueprint.

B. The city is believed that it is a great blueprint.

C. The city is believed to be a great blueprint.

D. The city is believed to have been a great blueprint.

139- It is thought that learning a language supports our brains.

The sentence that has a similar meaning to the one above is:

A. People thought that learning a language supports our brains.

B. People thinks that learning a language supports our brains.

C. People had thought that learning a language supports our brains.

D. Learning a language is believed to support our brains.

140- you should enclose your __________ vitae with motive letter___

A. curiculam/. B. curriculum/, C. curriculum/. D. curriculum/,

141- People used to say the earth was flat.

The correct impersonal passive is:

A. It was said the earth was flat. B. It is said the earth was flat.

C. The earth was said to be flat. D. The earth used to be said to have been flat.

142- Experts believe that twins have a secret language.

The correct impersonal passive is:

A. Twins were believed to have a secret language.

B. Twins are believed to have a secret language.

C. Twins were believed to have had a secret language.

D. Secret language is believed to have experts said that.

143- Translation is a very __________ and secure job.

A. regional B. rewarding C. headphones D. seminar

144- when you stay calm and take your time, you are being _________.

A. patient B. prepared C. negotiate D. compromise

145- When you can prove that you have an experience, then you have a ___________.

A. previous B. compromise C. track-record D. prepared

146- When two sides disagree and argue, there is a _________.

A. track-record B. conflict C. prepared D. negotiate
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147- A patient should get a ___________ for his medicine.

A. prescribe B. prescription C. prescribed D. prescribes

148. wish I ___________ rather accurate.

A. was B. were C. have been D. had been

149- Young people want to learn without making effort.

They wish they __________ things fast.

A. can do B. can’t do C. could do D. couldn’t do

150- Ahmad should have been hurried

Ahmad __________.

A. wishes he hadn’t been hurried

B. wishes he is hurried C. regrets being hurried D. regrets not being hurried

151- Adnan was late in the meeting. He should ___________.

A. arrive early B. have arrived early C. has arrived early D. had arrived early

152- She didn’t organize her things. She wishes she _____________ them.

A. organized B. had organized C. has organized D. have organized

153- You can ask _________ anything you don’t understand.

A. in B. on C. about D. with

154- You can use some applications to help you translate texts _________ Arabic.

A. in B. on C. into D. onto

155- Sarah regrets the deal now.

If only _______________.

A. she hasn’t done the deal B. she had done the deal

C. she hadn’t done the deal D. she has done the deal

156- If you want to be perfect, you ___________ so many obstacles.

A. would face B. should face C. would have faced D. will face

157.Candidates must wear casual clothes if they ________ an interview.

A. have B. has C. will have D. had

158- You will probably need to travel if there _________ an urgent need.

A. be B. was C. is D. were

159- When you know that people understand you, you ______________ a huge feeling of satisfaction.

A. gets B. get C. will get D. would
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160- If the country imports martials than it is expected, it _______ likely to fall down.

A. are B. was C. is D. has been

161- It __________ rather kind if you send them an invitation.

A. is B. are C. would be D. will be

162- Ice ___ if you heat it.

A. melt B. will melt C. melted D. melts

163- You should point out the problem.

A. If you pointed out the problems, you will get happiness.

B. If I was you, I would point out the problem.

C. If I were you, I would point out the problem.

D. If I was you, I will point out the problem.

164- Ahmad didn’t learn French at school, so he wasn’t able to travel to France.

A. If Ahmad learnt French at school ,he could be able to travel to France.

B. If Ahmad had learnt at school, he could have been able to travel to France.

C. If Ahmad hadn’t learnt French at school, he could have been able to travel to France.

D. If Ahmad had learnt French at school, he couldn’t have been able to travel to France.

165- Nobody will know how to use PCs _____________ we teach them.

A. if B. providing C. when D. unless

Answers
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
C C B B B D B D B B
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
A D B D C B D D C D

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
C B B A C B B B C B
31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40
D C C A C D C C D D

41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50
C D B D D D D D C D
51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60
B C B C C A B A D B

61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70
B B D D D A C B B B
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71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80

B C D D D B B C B A

81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90
D B C B B D B D B B
91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100
B D B A B C B C B B

101 102 103 104 105 106 107 108 109 110
A B C B C B C B D B
111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119 120
C C B C C D B B B C

121 122 123 124 125 126 127 128 129 130
B B C B A D C B D C
131 132 133 134 135 136 137 138 139 140
C C C B B A B C D C

141 142 143 144 145 146 147 148 149 150
D B B A C B B B C D
151 152 153 154 155 156 157 158 159 160
B B C C C D A C C C

161 162 163 164 165
D D C B D
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